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“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
V O L U M E  8 7 , N U M B E R  9 1
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M
February 3, 2004    TUESDAY
Some stiff
competition
Eastern’s men’s basketball team
hopes to dominate its division.
Check out how they stack up.
Page 12 S P O R T S
Use of existing Tarble structure
will resume within this month 
By Brittany Robson
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
Even though Tarble Arts Center renova-
tions are not complete yet, its existing
structure is scheduled to be used soon.
Director of Tarble Arts Center Michael
Watts said the part of Tarble not under
construction will be used within a month,
after being closed for more than a year.
“About 90 percent of the center [Tarble]
is complete, the contractors indicated
that this [will be] substantially complet-
ed by mid-March,” Director of Physical
Plant Facilities Planning and
Management Karl Helmink said.               
“Hanning Construction is in charge of
the overall project schedule,” Helmink
said. “We check on them [the construc-
tion company] on a regular basis.” 
The contractors need to coordinate
items with one another, Helmink said. 
“We are not early [on completion of the
new part], we are scheduled to be done in
April but we will take most of the sum-
mer to get it up and working,” Watts said.
The new part of Tarble will include a
large room for public programs, plays,
receptions, recitals and an e-gallery
which has computer hook-ups for new
media-based technology. An office and
meeting room are also included in the
addition.
The cost of the renovation is  approxi-
mately $ 2.3 million.
Even though the major construction is
done, there are many odds and ends that
Hanning needs to attend to.
“The mechanical and electrical sys-
tems need to be completed and commis-
sioned,” Helmink said. 
“Painting, carpeting, flooring, cabinets
and blinds need to be installed and doors
and hardware need to be installed.”
IBHE
will
unveil
budget 
By Kevin Sampier
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  E D I T O R
The Illinois Board of Higher
Education Tuesday will act on a
$2.34 billion general funds budget,
which if passed, could mean $47
million for Eastern.
Jeff Cooley, vice president for
business affairs, said if the IBHE
approves the $2.34 billion budget
as it is presented, Eastern’s fund-
ing will be the same as last year.
“Our funding from the state will
remain the same as last year,”
Cooley said. “It will be flat with no
increase or decrease.”
Eastern received $47.6 million
from the state during fiscal year
2004, Cooley said.  
The IBHE asked Eastern to cut
its administration costs by 25 per-
cent in FY 03, 04 and 05.  A differ-
ence of $774,000 still needed to be
cut last year, Cooley said.  
That difference was subtracted
in a preliminary budget presented
to Eastern from the IBHE last
January. After Eastern requested
the money be replaced, it was
restored to the preliminary budget,
Cooley said.
The budget process has several
steps, including approval from the
Illinois General Assembly and Gov.
Rod Blagojevich’s office, and can
take months to finalize.
“(The IBHE) sends preliminary
budgets to universities seeking
input and asking for reaction,”
Cooley said. “This gives universi-
ties an opportunity to respond.”
If any cuts are made in the pre-
liminary budget, universities
have the chance to restore some
of that funding. 
The IBHE will then vote on the
budget, as they will do Tuesday,
and it will be sent to the gover-
nor’s office of management and
budget if it is passed, Cooley
said. 
That office will then prepare
the budget for the entire state in
time for the governor’s State of
the Budget address Feb. 18.
That total budget then goes to
the general assembly for debate
Student fee issues surface at subcommittee meeting
By Brian O’Malley
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
A student from University of
Illinois at Urbana/Champaign
spoke to students from all over the
state at the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union Saturday about a
recent referendum having to do
with the abolishment of the
Student Government.
Mark Weber, alternate Illinois
Board of Higher Education
Student Board member at U of I,
spoke during one of the subcom-
mittee meetings in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the
Union, which was lead by Student
Senate Speaker George Lesica.
Weber was one of the few U of I
representatives, and students
involved in the meeting asked
Weber to explain the referendum
filed at U of I in October.
“Supposedly there was some
scandalous abuse of student
money,” Weber said.
Weber said he was not certain
what kind of abuse was done, but
that caused discussion about U of
I’s use of their Student
Government.
Weber said the Student
Government has no requirements
to support any certain groups on
campus. For instance, Weber said
they don’t have to fund any student
organizations, which is why money
ended up in a place it shouldn’t
have been.
“They’re not required to be
responsive,” Weber said. “But,
they are held accountable.”
Weber said he understands why
they were held accountable
because they are student leaders
and money should not be misused.
“They represent the student
body,” he said. “It’s not that they
are abusing their authority, it’s
really just what are they trying to
get out of it.”
The Daily Illini reported an
appeal to void the referendum was
denied in November by the
Student Elections Commission
because 4,100 petition signatures
were stolen. There hasn’t been
any recent news from the referen-
dum.
Lesica said Eastern’s Student
Government doesn’t fund student
organizations either and spend a
lot of money on government
expenses.
“We’d be worried about unfairly
funding one organization,” Lesica
said.
The Student Senate recently
passed a motion to give $1,095 to
Eastern to spend on food for the
visiting students.
Eastern served all guests
Saturday night after the meetings
and Sunday at noon after the
meeting.
“The meeting overall went very
 U of I IBHE member
explains referendum
regarding Student
Government at meeting
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S  
A drywaller with Hannig Construction works on the ceiling Monday afternoon in the new
addition of the Tarble Arts Center. 
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S  
George Lopez, a carpenter with Hannig Construction,
sands the end of a baseboard Monday afternoon in the
Tarble Arts Center addition.
“Painting, carpeting, flooring,
cabinets and blinds need to
be installed and doors and
hardware need to be
installed.”
—Karl Helmink, director of physical plant facilities
planning and management
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University workers had to fix a broken water main Friday afternoon in the South Quad after temperatures caused
the pipe to burst, and flood out into the quad.
By Michael Habschmidt
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The cold of the winter days and
nights can cause problems ranging
from bodily harm to people to
damages to our buildings and
structures. The latter has been
occurring much more often than
usual this winter, with water freez-
ing in pipes causing the pipes to
burst and flood areas around them. 
Most people have been lucky in
all of these cases, and suffering
was minimal to no property dam-
age. For some of these people, it
was just an inconvenience. 
Water, when frozen, expands to
a larger size. When temperatures
turn cold, water flowing through
pipes is sometimes not heated
enough and freezes. When the
water freezes, it expands and the
pipe expands with the ice, caus-
ing it to weaken and burst. The
ending result is a broken pipe
with water gushing out of it.
These incidents have occurred
six times during the past month
at Eastern. Pipes burst in two
Carman Hall rooms, the elevator
equipment room in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
and once more in the South Quad. 
Over the past weekend, the
water pipes burst again two more
times, this time occurring in the
Greek Court. The water pipelines
in the Alpha Phi building and the
Lambda Chi Alpha  building
burst and flooded the chapter
rooms of each Greek house.
“As far as I know, no student
rooms were affected by the
water pipes and no personal
belongings of any student suf-
fered water damage,” said
Robert Dudolski, director of
Greek Life. “Of course, the cause
is related to the temperatures
over the weekend and some prob-
lems with the heating system in
those two buildings not operating
correctly.“ 
Dalias Price, local weather
observer and former Eastern
professor, said the weather has
been strange and extreme.
Temperatures have been much
colder than usual, he said, with
temperatures reaching down to
12 degrees below zero last
Saturday. The old record low was
11 degrees below zero that same
date more than 40 years ago. 
These extremely cold tempera-
tures were the cause for the
excessive amount of water pipes
bursting, which is usually a nor-
mal event in the colder months of
the year. 
The extremes, with the subze-
ro temperatures the past few
days and the warmer, 35 to 36
degrees Monday and possibly for
the next few days, are a good
sign, Price said. They serve as a
sign that the Winter will soon be
over, but the nearly subzero tem-
peratures will be back.
Reed said the Greek Court
water lines are their biggest con-
cerns. “We are tracing the root of
the cause of the problems and
trying to prevent this in the
future,” he said. “We are paying
quite a bit of attention to it.” 
Cold weather problems still
plaguing campus property
By Jessica Youngs
C I T Y  E D I T O R
The recent taste and odor of
Charleston city water can be
attributed to used up Granular
Activated Carbon (GAC) at the
water treatment plant; however, at
tonight’s City Council meeting,
these irritations will be on their
first step towards correction.
The council, which has been tak-
ing bids for new GAC, plans to
award a final bid at its 7:30 p.m.
meeting tonight, 720 Jackson Ave.
According to the council agenda,
the bid will likely be awarded to
Carbon Activated Corp. for
$19,890.
“We started replacing the GAC
every few years; however, because
of funny weather, our GAC died,”
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill said.
Normally, the water at the treat-
ment plant flows through the GAC,
which is located in a large pit in the
ground, and the GAC grabs the “bad
guys,” Cougill explained.
Other items to be discussed
include:
◆ An amendment to close a sec-
tion of parking on Ninth Street
because of the stop light construc-
tion at the intersection of Ninth
Street and Lincoln Avenue.
◆ A resolution to grant permis-
sion for the Charleston Parks and
Recreation Department to hold the
annual Friendly City 5-Mile Foot
Race on May 8.
◆ Five separate ordinances for
providing funds for sensible rehabil-
itation within the Tax Increment
Financing (TIF) District will be con-
sidered.
◆ A resolution authorizing the
execution of an agreement between
the city and a janitorial service to
provide services to the Charleston
Police Department, City Hall and
the Lincoln-Douglas Debate
Museum.
By Kevin Sampier
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  E D I T O R
The Faculty Senate Tuesday will
discuss its annual faculty forum
and a presentation made last week
by an athletic task force.
Faculty Senate Chair David
Carpenter said senate members
will have a chance to discuss
their opinions on the presenta-
tion made by Task Force Chair
Gail Richard at last Tuesday’s
meeting.
“I want to find out what the sen-
ate members have to say about the
report we had last week,”
Carpenter said.  
Richard, several faculty mem-
bers and two students were in
charge of finding alternate ways to
fund athletics.  
The task force suggested keep-
ing the amount of state appropriat-
ed funds the same and raising
some student fees.
The meeting last week was
adjourned and senate members
were told to research the topic and
form questions for discussion. 
The Faculty Senate’s annual fac-
ulty forum will be held at 2 p.m.
Feb. 24 in the Grand Ballroom of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.  
The forum will take the place of
the senate’s regularly scheduled
meeting and will address several
topics relating to the campus and
community, Carpenter said.
“We’ll take roll and go right into
the forum,” he said.
The senate will also discuss the
possibility of evaluating adminis-
trators and creating a faculty
member position on the Board of
Trustees.
Evaluating administrators is
something that has been on the
senate’s agenda for quite some
time, but no action has been taken.
Senate member Bud Fischer
supports the idea and would like to
see a system like this in place at
Eastern. 
“I think that most people on this
campus are evaluated by peers,”
Fischer said. “There’s no reason
that shouldn’t happen for adminis-
trators.” 
The idea of a faculty member on
the BOT has also been suggested
by the senate in the past.  
“For a long time, ever since the
creation of the Board of Trustees,
there has been the desire to have a
faculty trustee,” Carpenter said.
“That’s been on the back burner
for several years.”
The senate will discuss the pos-
sibility of a faculty member on the
BOT but appointments to the board
are made by the governor.
Carpenter said the discussion will
focus on what the senate’s
approach should be for having a
faculty BOT member.
The Faculty Senate will meet at
2 p.m. Tuesday in the Booth
Library Conference Room 4440.  
Council to resolve
rancid water issues
Discussion on forum,
presentation planned
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By Julie Bourque
C A M P U S  R E P O R T E R
In almost a year to date, the
North Central Association will be
visiting Eastern for its accredita-
tion process. 
Eastern has been preparing for
this date week-by-week for the
past year and will continue the
process in the year to come. 
The NCA visits Eastern every 10
years, and next February will be
the committee’s ninth visit. 
Blair Lord, provost and vice
president of academic affairs, said
the process is one of the most
important academic activities at
Eastern. Accreditation is required
for participation as an institute of
higher learning and to receive fed-
eral funds and student aid.
The NCA looks at Eastern in its
entirety and requires it to meet
five criteria including the follow-
ing: mission and integrity, prepara-
tion for the future, student learn-
ing  and effective teaching, acquir-
ing, creating and applying knowl-
edge and engagement and service.
Jill Owen, NCA Committee co-
chair, said for the past year the
committee has been meeting on a
weekly basis determining what
evidence Eastern provides to meet
the NCA criteria and then working
on retrieving that evidence. 
Lord said Eastern’s NCA
Committee created a self-examina-
tion process and an accreditation
survey designed to allow faculty,
staff, students and a wide range of
constituents to provide input on
how well they believe Eastern is
meeting the NCA criteria.
Owen said she encourages
everyone to participate in the NCA
self-study because it will not only
show the NCA how Eastern is
meeting its criteria, but will also
give everyone on campus a chance
to state how they feel Eastern is
meeting the requirements. 
“I think this survey will help
with not only the NCA self-study,
but will also help us plan where we
want to go for the next 10 years,”
Owen said.
According to Owen, the NCA
Committee has finalized the
accreditation survey and subcom-
mittees are forming rough drafts
from the data collected showing
how Eastern is meeting the
requirements. 
Eastern preps for crucial NCA accreditation evaluation 
◆ Coles County residents
can now retrieve public
records, pertinent court
information online
By David Thill
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Coles County residents will no
longer have to go to the courthouse
or even call the circuit clerk’s
office to get court records.  
Beginning Jan. 13, residents
could access all of their informa-
tion online.
Coles County Circuit Clerk Vicki
Kirkpatrick has been working on
the system since May 2003 to make
it easier for residents to access
records. 
“People are always welcome to
call the office or come in,”
Kirkpatrick said. “This just pro-
vides them another avenue to get
their records.”
Kirkpatrick said the system is
very user-friendly. No password is
required, but there are still safe-
guards in place to keep others
from seeing potentially dangerous
information.  
“Anything that would be avail-
able to the public is now available
online,” she said.  
Kirkpatrick said there are a
number of things that can be found
online that someone may need to
know. Residents can get their court
dates, type of case, record sheet or
disposition.
Attorney Paul Komada feels the
new system is a large improve-
ment over the existing methods of
retrieving records.
“It’s like a new world,” he said.
“It’s like going from the Stone Age
to the Electronic Age.”
Frequently, Komada said he
would need to go to the courthouse;
however, with the new online
records he not only saves time, but
also clients save money.
He said finding information on
the site is not difficult.
“Once you are on there once or
twice, it becomes very simple to
use,” Komada said.
Coles County Circuit records
can be found at www.judici.com.
By Carly Mullady
A S S O C I A T E  N E W S  E D I T O R
Coles County Circuit Judge
Mitch Shick set another hearing
date before the jury trial for defen-
dants in the Oct. 24 off-campus
shooting.
Marc D. Griffin, 21, Chicago,
and Crystal P. Lovemore, 19, soph-
omore undeclared major whose
last known address is 1151 Johnson
Ave., appeared in court Monday
for a status hearing.
The two are facing aggravated
discharge of a firearm charges for
knowingly firing a firearm into the
residence, 1514 12th St., where
seven people were present the
night of Oct. 24.
During Monday’s hearing,
Lovemore’s attorney Fred
Johnson, Mattoon, said he has
issued  subpoenas to Charleston
addressing Miranda Rights and
search and seizure for the case.
Circuit court records show
Lovemore’s attorneys filed
motions for suppression of state-
ments and evidence seized.
Assistant State’s Attorney Duane
Deters said the state filed a motion
for joinder and a motion for dis-
covery.
Shick gave Deters until
Wednesday, Feb. 11, to send
Johnson and Griffin’s attorney,
Bernard Shelton, Chicago, the dis-
covery motion information. 
Griffin and Shelton were
requested to attend the upcoming
hearing although Deters and
Johnson’s motions will be
addressed.
“The evidentiary part of my
motions will be several hours
long,” Johnson said.
Shick will rule on the motions
and details for jury trial are
expected to be addressed.
“If I grant the motion to joinder,
I’ll set the jury trial post-haste,”
Shick said.
He said he would prefer sched-
uling the jury trial to begin either
the week of March 15 or March 22.
Probable cause was established
Dec. 1, relating both defendants to
the crime. 
Charleston Police Department
Detective Kevin Paddock testified
Griffin and Lovemore were arrest-
ed Oct. 24 after police received a
shots-fired call and occupants of
the 12th Street home identified a
suspect’s vehicle. The two were
apprehended near Domino’s Pizza
on Seventh Street and Lincoln
Avenue, where the house’s occu-
pants identified them as being near
the home prior to the shooting.
One occupant, William G.
Bumphus, told police he saw
Griffin and Lovemore behind the
home before the shooting.
Amral L. Johnson, junior sociolo-
gy major and Panther football
player, a resident of 1514 12th
Street, and former Eastern basket-
ball player Kyle E. Hill,
Bolingbrook, told police Griffin
tapped on the window and said “Do
you want to gun play?”
Paddock testified Hill and
Johnson told him 5-7 shots were
then fired.
Paddock said police found a 45-
caliber gun in Griffin’s vehicle at
the time of arrest. A trace on his
Firearm Owners Identification
card listed Griffin as the owner of
a 45-caliber Smith and Wesson.
A crime scene technician said
shell casings found at and around
1514 12th Street were 45-caliber
casings, Paddock said.
All pending matters for the case
should be addressed at the upcom-
ing hearing.
“I want to wait until I rule on the
pending matters to set the jury
trial,” Shick said.
The next hearing is scheduled
for 10 a.m. Feb. 20 at the Coles
County Courthouse.
www.co.coles.il.us/CoClerk/index.htm
The new Web site for the office of the Coles County Clerk provides
links and information for all of the office’s functions.
New Web site boasts
useful tools, records
Hearing set in shooting case
By Lacey Everett
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Students and faculty interested
in hearing about the contributions
of blacks to our society and using
lessons learned in their everyday
lives should attend tonight’s lec-
ture by Dr. Mark P. Orbe, associate
professor of Western Michigan
University.
The lecture,“How can we honor
those who came before and pave
the way for those who follow?:
Learn to live life backwards,” will
be at the 7th Street Underground
at 6 p.m. 
“Those in the audience will be
challenged to think about the par-
ticular ways in which their every-
day actions can serve as a bridge
between the legacy of the past and
the potential of future genera-
tions,” said associate professor
Norman Greer of speech commu-
nications.
Orbe will touch on the legacy of
blacks, a theme of connections
among different cultural groups.
Orbe will also present three differ-
ent modes of operation which are
survival, success and significance,
Greer said.
“He [Orbe] is a noted speech
communication scholar with a
great reputation,” Greer said. 
Orbe teaches a number of cours-
es at Western Michigan University
including Intercultural
Communication, Interracial
Communication and Interpersonal
Communication. He has also con-
tributed to a long list of publica-
tions including a book titled, “Co-
Constructing Culture.”
Orbe received his doctorate’s
degree at Ohio University, his mas-
ter’s degree at the University of
Connecticut and his bachelor’s
degree at Ohio University. 
“[Black History Month] is
important because of the diversi-
ty of the campus,” Greer said. “It
is important that people are able
to hear about the past contribu-
tions of blacks and that connec-
tions are made. Union through
unity is made through connect-
ing.”
Students have also been vocal
about the importance of Black
History Month.
“It is important to celebrate
because many black people today
have drifted away from what is
important in life, like morals, val-
ues and self-worth,” said
Lynnette Brown, senior journal-
ism major. 
“Media is too focused on hip-
hop reality. Black History will
help focus black people on the fact
that there is more to life than
‘bling-bling’ and they too can make
a difference.”
“Learning about other cultures
and different people’s back-
grounds is always good,” Ashley
Walz, junior English major, said. 
Web access:
www.judici.com
Black contributors to be focus of lecture
Television is evil. The older I
get, the more I come to realize I
have wasted far too much of my
life on TV.
Most of the material offered
as television entertainment is a
disease that infects the
American population. Aside
from news coverage and sport-
ing events, there are very few
programs that merit any kind of
viewing.
“Reality TV,” “American Idol”
and the random sitcom that only
lasts one month before it gets
canceled all need to be stricken
from people’s daily routines.
“Reality TV” isn’t all that real,
“American Idol” is just plain
annoying and sitcoms are less
funny every episode without
movie stars trying to revive
their careers with guest appear-
ances.
I can’t help but wonder how
much better of a person I would
be today if I hadn’t been a rou-
tine watcher of “Home
Improvement” or “Family
Matters.”
The countless hours I spent
watching the “Tool Man” and
Steve Urkel could have been
spent doing something much
more productive and meaning-
ful.
Maybe I would have been a
better high school soccer player
or learned something more use-
ful than what I shouldn’t do
while making home repairs.
Who really knows, but this story
is something to learn from.
I have a friend who did an
experiment to see why other
friends really came over to his
house. His house used to be the
place where we would go when
nothing else was going on, which
in my town was almost every
night.
Most of the time people would
just come over, sit on the couch
in his room and then proceed to
watch TV until they got bored
and wanted to return to their
own homes.
During this time, very little is
said and very little is accom-
plished. After the removal of the
TV, he found a great decline in
the people who came over, and if
people did stop by, they left ear-
lier than usual.
It is sad to see how much our
friendships were based on TV
and when that evil electric box
was substituted for a deck of
cards, how few people wanted to
be around.
This made my friend realize
who really was his friend and
who wasn’t. He hasn’t regretted
the change and said he would
much rather read a good book
than spend a half hour watching
a pointless TV program.
This experiment has also
caused a change in my routine. I
already watch very little TV
because of my busy schedule,
but out of nowhere I became
interested in reading.
During Winter Break, I will-
ingly entered a book store on
more than one occasion, some-
thing I hadn't done since the
days of reading the Bernstein
Bears and Dr. Suess.
I have never been one who
was interested in reading books
for entertainment and can’t
remember the last time I read
one from beginning to end that
wasn’t required in a class.
Almost everyone has a “can’t
miss” TV show, but when some-
one has 10 “can’t miss” shows,
that person better be evaluating
his or her social life a little.
My friend’s experiment can
be a good lesson to all, and peo-
ple should try to see how differ-
ent their lives are if they turn
off their TV from time to time.
People need to live more and
sitting in front of a TV is defi-
nitely not the way to do it. Take
the  “growing lazy American
tag” away from us and do some-
thing useful with your time. 
This month is one of the longest celebrations
of the year, but it’s not always recognized as
such.
Black History Month devotes February to rec-
ognizing the successes and struggles of race and
culture.
There should at least be an attempt to not just
let the month pass by.
“It’s an opportunity to celebrate a great culture
that has contributed to America in several ways,”
Zelda Gardner, academic adviser with Eastern’s
Gateway Program, said
last week.
The battle for equality
wasn’t just fought
through the lives of pub-
lic figures such as
Martin Luther King Jr.,
but through the devotion
of an entire culture
pushing, pushing and
pushing more for rights.
The struggle was
always local and at a dis-
tance. The first black faculty member wasn’t
hired at Eastern until 1960. The university also
introduced the state’s first African American
studies undergraduate major and minor in 1970.
Students will have many opportunities even at
Eastern to recognize the accomplishments of the
past and the pure history behind black back-
grounds.
A range of events coordinated by the African
American Heritage Celebration Committee will
be offered almost every day this month.
Dine at the African American Heritage ban-
quet this weekend, watch a WEIU-TV special on
sickle cell anemia and how it largely affects
African Americans, go to a Gospel Explosion
event or sample soul food at a dinner Feb. 22.
The Daily Eastern News’ minority publication,
Diverse, published a complete calendar of the
events in its Jan. 28 issue.
Much of the events you just have to sit down
and open your eyes to. WEIU is showing over 20
specials and series throughout the month.
Honor the actions of Rosa Parks, remember
the sit-ins in diners for the bravery the demon-
strations exemplified, reflect on all the civil
rights groups formed to help blacks with every-
thing from daily struggles to broader concepts of
equality.
Leaders such as King and Parks are familiar
faces, but learn some new ones.
The university is a learning environment, take
advantage of its resources, especially this month.
Read a book, watch a movie, start a discussion
about a month that remembers so much emotion,
success and pain.
There are a few globally
minded people on campus
whose work and commit-
ment to their cause is sec-
ond to none, but whose
minds are unable to let
them see where their ener-
gies are really needed. 
In Coles County alone,
there are dozens of small
communities suffering
from a lack of jobs and
industry.  
All you need to do is go
uptown in Charleston,
away from the main
streets to see where that
energy would be better
spent. Poverty and unem-
ployment, the decay of
schools and main streets, is
a problem affecting towns
all over Illinois.
While campus groups are
helping increase the wages
of workers in other coun-
tries by dimes and nickels,
organizations like the
United Peoples Association
are struggling to get sup-
port for projects helping
people right here at home.
Students, teachers and
every other citizen is need-
ed to stem the tide of drug
abuse, poverty and social
decay happening right next
door.
Every citizen of Illinois
should enjoy their share of
hope for a better future.
Unfortunately, a mass
blindness to social prob-
lems in America has made
this dream all but an illu-
sion. All students should
help to make Illinois a
place where our children
can have a hopeful life
where they aren’t afraid of
when their next check will
come or whether they can
get good health care for
them or their parents. I
think this an attainable
goal if we all work togeth-
er. 
Michael Kleen,
junior philosophy major
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Matt Williams
News editor and
semi-monthly 
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Williams also is a
junior journalism
major 
He can be reached at
mmwilliams1220@aol.
com
Living life instead of watching it
O P I N I O N
E D I T O R I A L
Help needed in Illinois first
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
“The countless hours I
spent watching the “Tool
Man” and Steve Urkel
could have been spent
doing something much
more productive ... ”
Editorial board
John Chambers, Editor in chief
Matt Meinheit, Managing editor
Matt Williams, News editor
Carly Mullady, Associate news editor
Jennifer Chiariello, Editorial page editor
Matthew Stevens, Sports editor
jpchambers@eiu.edu
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
February is Black
History Month.
Our stance
Students should
attempt to not just let
it pass by; everyone
can learn more about
the month’s history
and celebrations.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to jpchambers@eiu.edu.
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C a l l  Y o u r  A d  R e p  F o r  D e t a i l s
2 1 7 - 5 8 1 - 2 8 1 6
Special: 2x2 for $30
SAVE $$$$$$$
Normally: $43
Save: $13
By Kate Henderson 
S T A F F  W R I T E R
It’s something elementary stu-
dents pray for, middle schoolers
thrive on and high school students
can’t wait for — snow days. 
When it comes to college, those
days seem to disappear, but why? 
Judy Gorrell, executive secre-
tary for President Lou Hencken,
said the president makes the deci-
sion about whether or not to close
the university. 
Hencken said travel is what is
taken into consideration when
deciding about closings and can-
cellations. 
“Both the roads coming to the
university and the sidewalks on
the university campus would have
to be deemed impassable prior to
canceling classes,” he said. 
Continuing education courses
held off-campus go through a sep-
arate process before they are can-
celed.  Will Hine, dean of the
school of continuing education,
makes all cancellation decisions
regarding off-campus courses. He
was unavailable for comment. 
Hencken said he can only
remember one-time classes were
canceled at Eastern.
“The last time that I can remem-
ber classes being canceled was in
1991 or 1992 and that was caused
by an ice storm, followed by snow,
followed by more ice and then the
university lost electricity,” he
said. 
The University of Illinois has
only closed down once in the past
20 years, said Robin Kaler, interim
associate chancellor for public
affairs at U of I. 
Kaler said the closing caused so
much confusion that administra-
tors at the time concluded it was
probably best to “never complete-
ly shut down again.” 
Instead, the officials suggested
it be left to the discretion of teach-
ers and students to decide whether
to try to get out in bad weather. 
Hencken said that if Eastern did
find it necessary to cancel classes,
he would encourage students to
watch WEIU-TV, listen to WEIU
radio and check Eastern’s web
site, http://www.eiu.edu/, for more
information. 
Class rarely canceled
due to winter weather
◆ Congressional hopefuls
will present platforms,
battle incumbent for 
support in Illinois’ 15th 
district race
By Brian O’Malley 
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
The University Democrats are
hosting a Democratic Debate
Tuesday between David Gill and
Ralph Langenheim for the 15th
Congressional District.
Keith Taylor, co-chair for the
University Democrats, said the
candidates are battling against
each other and current
Congressman Tim Johnson to fill
the respective Congress seat for
Illinois’ 15th district. The winner
will be determined at the primar-
ies on March 16.
The debate will be held at 7 p.m.
Tuesday in Room 2140 of Coleman
Hall, Taylor said.
Gill is a doctor of medicine in
Clinton and Langenheim is a
retired geologist from the
University of Illinois in
Urbana/Champaign.  Langenheim,
if elected, would be one of the old-
est members of Congress at 81.
According to an Illinios
Congress Web site, Tim Johnson
was elected to his second term in
November.
Taylor said Johnson has done a
good job, but Gill or Langenheim
will beat him.
“He’s definitely not a bad guy,”
Taylor said. “He’s definitely beat-
able.”
Taylor said he supports Gill
because he seems willing to work
on issues that need tweaking.
“Langenheim is a conservative
Democrat, while Gill is more pro-
gressive minded,” Taylor said.
Since Gill is a doctor, he has
worked on countless health issues,
which Taylor said is very worth-
while.
“His stance on national health
insurance is fantastic,” Taylor
said.
Langenheim told the Champaign
News-Gazette that he hopes to
apply his background to energy
supplies and environmental pro-
tection problems.
The University Democrats were
formed last semester with 10
members and have increased to
more than 60 since, Taylor said.
The debate will only help the
Democrats receive more mem-
bers, he said.
“The debate will draw more
attention to us,” Taylor said.
Even though they’ve had a huge
increase, Taylor said. “They
haven’t done a lot to get members.”
“We’ve done the bare mini-
mum,” Taylor said. “We have so
much more on our plate.”
Taylor said the 15th
Congressional District is in need of
a person who can handle econom-
ics, which is a topic Taylor said will
be discussed in-depth at the
debate.
“The 15th district is a pretty eco-
nomically blotted area,” he said.
The University Democrats are
going to meet at 5 p.m. Wednesday
in the same room as the debate,
Room 2140 of Coleman Hall.
Rival candidates to face-off
in fiery Democratic debate
◆ High-profile Ingram
returns to Eastern after
accepting prestigious
industry award
By Brittany Robson
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
Eastern Business
Administration Graduate  Robert
Ingram, vice chairman of
G l a x o S m i t h K l i n e
Pharmaceuticals, will lecture
tonight at 7 p.m. in Lumpkin
Auditorium.
According to a press release,
Ingram began his career in the
pharmaceutical industry as a pro-
fessional sales representative and
ultimately became CEO and
Chairman of GlaxoWellcome. He
co-led the merger and integration
that formed GlaxoSmithKline, the
world’s second largest pharmaceu-
tical company.
At 60, Ingram was mandated to
retire and asked by the board to
serve as vice chairman of
Pharmaceuticals at
GlaxoSmithKline, the press release
said. In his role, Ingram is a mem-
ber of the Executive Committee
and Board of Pharmaceutical
Research and Manufacturers
Association. 
Ingram also serves on the Board
of Directors of Edwards
Lifesciences Corporation, Lowe’s
Companies, Inc., Molson, Inc.,
Nortel Networks, Valeant
Pharmaceuticals International and
Wachovia Corporation. He serves
as chairman of OSI
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
Ingram was asked by former U.S.
President George H. Bush to form
and chair the CEO Roundtable on
Cancer. He also currently serves as
Chairman of the Board of Trustees
of the American Cancer Society, the
press release said. 
On Jan. 18, Ingram was awarded
the King Legacy Award recognizing
his efforts in national and interna-
tional service on behalf of GSK. The
annual award is presented in honor
of Martin Luther King Jr. and his
legacy, it is given each year to rec-
ognize the contributions of individu-
als and groups who have positively
impacted the national and interna-
tional communities. 
Eastern alumnus to speak about pharmaceutical success  
If You Go
◆ Who: Robert Ingram
◆ What: lecture presentation
◆ Where: 7 p.m. in Lumpkin
Auditorium
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African-American Heritage
Celebration Banquet 
Feb. 7th Grand Ballroom 6:00 pm
General admission is $14.00
EIU Students & children 6-12 are $6.00
On Sale NOW!
Thru Feb 3
In the ticket office 
Chicken Lunch
2 pieces of chicken
mashed potatoes & Gravy
coleslaw • biscuit
3 Piece Dinner
3 pieces of chicken
mashed potatoes & Gravy
coleslaw • 2 biscuits
$315$280
Every
Tuesday
11am - 8pm
1305  Linc oln Ave
217-345-6424
Open for Breakfast
Weekdays 5am - 11am
Weekends 5am - 12pm
Wireless DSL
Live Music
In the DEN
Advertise 
If you advertise it
they will come...
Are You
still 
wishing on
that Star for
money?
Advertise in
the Den!
(It’s Faster)
Starlight, Starbright, First Star......
well,” Lesica said.
The group discussed further
issues surrounding the funding of
student organizations, Lesica
said.
“The most interesting discus-
sion over the weekend was the
one dealing with student fees
being used to fund student
organizations,” Lesica said.
The event was a success and
another IBHESAC meeting will
be held within the next two
months at another Illinois
school, Lesica said. 
“Everyone was very pleased
with Eastern’s hospitality,” he
said.
and Eastern usually gets called to
testify before several appropria-
tions committees, he said. 
This budget process began
at Eastern 18 months ago,
Cooley said.
“Our (Board of Trustees)
passed this budget in June of
2003,” he said.
Don Sevener, communica-
tions director for the IBHE,
said the budget will be pre-
sented to the IBHE by IBHE
executives.
“Overall, the budget for fis-
cal year 05 as it relates to uni-
versities will be down just
slightly as compared to fiscal
year 04,” Sevener said. 
“The overall general fund
budget for higher education is
$2.3 billion, of that, $1.3 bil-
lion is for public universi-
ties.”
The Illinois Board of Higher
Education will meet at 3 p.m.
Tuesday at the College of Lake
County, Room C005, in
Grayslake, Ill.  
Money:
Funding of student
organizations discussed
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IBHE:
Budget for fiscal year
2005 will be down
compared to 2004
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MILWAUKEE (AP) — A man
whose former wife and two chil-
dren were abducted over the week-
end was charged Monday with fed-
eral kidnapping and four state
charges, including attempted first-
degree intentional homicide.
David M. Larsen, 39, appeared
Monday in U.S. District Court in
Milwaukee on the kidnapping
charge, without handcuffs and
wearing street clothes. Magistrate
Judge Aaron Goodstein ordered
him held for another three days so
investigators could gather more
information.
The federal complaint against
Larsen said he told investigators
he hit his ex-wife, Teri Jendusa-
Nicolai, in the head with a baseball
bat after she threatened him with a
hammer.
Larsen was also charged
Monday in Racine County Circuit
Court with attempted first-degree
intentional homicide while armed,
kidnapping while armed and two
counts of interfering with child
custody.
A message left by The
Associated Press for Larsen’s fed-
eral defender, Dean Strang, was
not returned Monday.
The complaints said after
Larsen was arrested Saturday in
Illinois, he told investigators where
his two children could be found,
but initially denied having seen his
ex-wife.
He later changed his story, say-
ing he was on his knees in the din-
ing room of his home putting some-
thing into the children’s backpack
when “suddenly he saw his ex-wife
standing over him with her pants
around her ankles and a hammer in
her hand. He stated that he rolled
out of the way, grabbed a baseball
bat and struck her in the face,”
according to the state complaint.
Larsen refused to tell
investigators where his wife was,
but a detective found several
phone numbers in Larsen’s wallet,
including one for a rented storage
locker. Jendusa-Nicolai was even-
tually discovered there, severely
beaten, bound in duct tape and
stuffed in a plastic garbage can.
Jendusa-Nicolai, 38, was in seri-
ous condition at Lutheran General
Hospital in Park Ridge, Ill.
Monday, where she was being
treated for blunt force trauma,
hypothermia and frost bite, hospi-
tal spokeswoman Kim Waterman
said.
“She definitely won’t be going
home any time soon,” Waterman
said.
Dr. Daniel Resnick said
Jendusa-Nicolai’s body tempera-
ture was slightly above 80
degrees when she was brought to
Lutheran General Hospital.
“If she would have been elder-
ly or young and not a young
healthy woman, as she is, she
probably would not have sur-
vived,” Resnick said.
Her brother, Mike Jendusa,
thanked police and the storage
unit employee for saving his sis-
ter.
“It is a miracle and we thank
God for that,” he told reporters
outside the hospital.
Prosecutor Mario Gonzales
said Larsen could face more
charges, depending on the seri-
ousness of Jendusa-Nicolai’s
injuries. He will be held in a fed-
eral institution in the Milwaukee
area until his next scheduled
court appearance Thursday,
Gonzales said.
Jendusa-Nicolai was found
about 19 hours after she called
911 from the bed of her former
husband’s truck, saying he had
abducted her, authorities said.
They were first alerted
to trouble at Larsen’s Wind Lake
home around 11 a.m. Saturday,
when the Racine County Sheriff’s
department received a call from
Jendusa-Nicolai, who said she
was having trouble breathing.
Deputies went to her home, but
found no one there.
Around 1 p.m. Saturday,
Jendusa-Nicolai made the 911
cell phone call in Milwaukee
County, saying she was lying in
the bed of a pickup truck covered
with a tarp and restrained by
tape.
The children were riding in the
front of the pickup and did not
know Jendusa-Nicolai was in the
back, Gonzales said.
Racine County Sheriff’s
deputies returned to Larsen’s
home, where they allegedly found
blood on the carpet in the dining
room and scattered throughout the
home. Deputies found a pair of
women’s sweat pants with duct
tape on them in a trash can and a
hammer, the complaints said.
CHICAGO (AP) — Gov. Rod
Blagojevich on Monday said the
state should consider a proposal
that would have Illinois own a casi-
no if it has the proper safeguards,
which he did not specify.
A proposal by Penn National
Gaming calls for the company to
build a casino in the Chicago sub-
urb of Rosemont and then sell it to
the state for $1.
“My own personal opinion is that
if you have the right kind of safe-
guards built in and you have the
right kind of vigilance placed in
the process, that it’s something
that we seriously have to take a
look at,” Blagojevich said after
touting his education reform pro-
posals at a school on the city’s West
Side.
The first-term Democrat has
previously expressed interest in
the idea of having publicly owned
casinos run by hired management
firms.
The Rev. Tom Grey, who heads
the National Coalition Against
Legalized Gambling, said
Blagojevich’s comments put him
“smack dab in the middle” of the
debate over whether the state
should own a casino.
“He could have pulled off, but
the fact that he didn’t means that
he just put some more lard on the
skids,” Grey said.
Grey questioned whether
Blagojevich’s administration was
involved with Penn National’s bid,
but Blagojevich aides and Penn
National representatives have said
the governor’s office was not
involved.
Penn National, based in
Wyomissing, Pa., bid $506 million
for the state’s last casino license
now held by the bankrupt Emerald
Casino.
Under the proposal, the license’s
current owners would receive $156
million, and the state would get
$350 million in cash. Blagojevich
had hoped to get at least that
much from the license sale to help
ease the state’s budget crisis.
Penn National proposed that
the company and minority
investors in the casino would
spend about $255 million to build
a casino and 200-room hotel in
Rosemont, where Emerald had
planned to locate. Investors
would provide $10 million of the
cost, Penn National representa-
tives said.
The company, which owns
Hollywood Casino in Aurora,
would then sell the casino and
hotel to the state for $1.
“If it means more money for
the state and more money for
schools and health care and pub-
lic safety, if it means that we can
better regulate because we’re
going to be the ones who are ulti-
mately responsible for it, then I
think it’s something we need to
take a look at,” Blagojevich said.
Grey questioned how the state
could regulate a casino it owns.
“People don’t trust the state to
spend their money wisely. Why
would any citizen expect that the
state owning a casino wouldn’t
take advantage of any angle it
could to take their money?” Grey
said. “The house always wins and
in this case, the state is the
house.”
If the Illinois Gaming Board
accepts the bid, Illinois would
own 80 percent of the casino and
private investors would own the
rest. In exchange, Penn National
would manage the casino for 20
years and receive 10 percent of
its gross revenue. Penn National
expects to earn between $40 mil-
lion and $50 million annually.
Suspect faces five charges in alleged abductions
Blagojevich doesn’t dismiss state-owned casino idea
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AROUND THE CURVE ON SOUTH 9TH STREET ACROSS FROM CHURCH
CHICAGO (AP) — When
Attorney General Lisa Madigan
heard about a former convict
whose picture on the state’s public
sex offender registry was outdat-
ed and unrecognizable, she got fed
up.
She had heard stories of other
offenders who disguised them-
selves in their registry pictures,
were not registered or listed incor-
rect addresses and races.
“I was furious. That was the
straw that finally broke the
camel’s back,” Madigan said in an
interview with The Associated
Press.
Madigan called Secretary of
State Jesse White, asked for the
offender’s driver’s license picture,
sent it to Illinois State Police and,
within hours, the person’s new pic-
ture was on the Web site.
The state’s first female attorney
general, who campaigned on
women’s and family issues, has
channeled her frustration with the
management of sex offenders in
Illinois into an effort to fix things.
So far, her efforts are having mod-
est results.
She was the catalyst behind a
review team formed in December
to ensure the registry is accurate
and current. In six weeks, the
team has tweaked how the reg-
istry works and outlined proce-
dures to help make sure convicted
sex offenders sign up.
“The sex offender registry is a
tool that is only as good as the
information that’s on it,” Madigan
said. “We’re not providing the pub-
lic with the type of information
they need to protect themselves
and their families.”
Members of the review team —
including Chicago and state police,
the Cook County state’s attorney’s
and sheriff’s offices, the Illinois
Department of Corrections and
the Illinois Association of Chiefs of
Police — say they are impressed
with the group’s progress so far.
“We brought all the parties to
the table, and the communication
was immediately open,” said team
member Tom Braglia, president of
the Illinois Association of Chiefs of
Police who is also Elmwood Park
police chief.
The state’s online registry now
contains sex offenders’ photos,
names, addresses and dates of
birth. It also lists whether an
offender’s victims were younger
than 18.
The team has added a link from
the registry, which is accessed
through the Illinois State Police
Web site, to the state Department
of Corrections Web site to allow
people to look up the criminal his-
tory of a convicted sex offender in
prison, on parole or on mandatory
supervised release.
The team plans to add that infor-
mation to the registry itself by the
end of February, said Cara Smith,
policy director for Madigan’s
office.
The team also has outlined pro-
cedures to help ensure convicted
sex offenders register. And last
week, the registry started listing
whether sex offenders are current
with their registration.
“Instead if continuing to bury
our heads in the sand and say, ‘You
fix it, you fix it,’ everyone’s fixing
it together,” Smith said.
Madigan’s interest in the issue is
consistent with her career as a
state senator, when she pushed for
changes to laws dealing with
domestic violence and sexual
assault.
“If we don’t find a way to reduce
those tragedies, we aren’t doing
our jobs,” Madigan said.
Political analyst Don Rose said
the management of sex offenders
might not be uppermost in many
voters’ minds, but he called it a
significant issue.
“It’s certainly a hot issue, and
any stringent measures against
sex offenders will be very well
received politically,” Rose said. “It
has resonance with women, with
families. It’s a no-lose.”
◆ Recent changes to the
Illinois convicted sex
offender registry
CHICAGO (AP) — Since
December, a law enforcement
team created by Attorney
General Lisa Madigan and
charged with improving the
Illinois convicted sex offender
registry has made some
progress. Some of the changes or
proposed changes include:
◆ The registry, which is
accessed through the Illinois
State Police Web site, does not list
the crime for which sex offend-
ers were convicted. The team
plans to add that information to
the registry by the end of
February.
◆The team has added a link to
the state Department of
Corrections Web site from the
registry to allow people to look up
the criminal history of a convict-
ed sex offender in prison, on
parole or on mandatory super-
vised release.
◆Since Jan. 27, the registry
has listed whether sex offenders
are current with their registra-
tion.
◆The Department of
Corrections has changed its
process to ensure parole agents
are aware when a convicted sex
offender leaves prison and must
register. Parole agents also will
be notified by e-mail 30 days, 15
days, 10 days and five days 
before a convicted sex offend-
er’s
annual registration date.
◆ Corrections also plans to tell
local chiefs of police or sheriffs
when a convicted sex offender is
leaving parole or probation.
◆ Madigan might call for legis-
lation that would require convict-
ed sex offenders to have a photo-
graph taken annually for the reg-
istry and would stiffen the penal-
ty for not registering from a
Class 4 felony, which carries a
possible sentence of one to three
years.
S T A T E  N E W S  B R I E F S
Fed-up Attorney General takes on Illinois sex offenders
CHICAGO (AP) — A former law
student pleaded guilty Monday to
planting a pipe bomb that hurled
jagged chunks of metal hundreds
of feet when his former girlfriend
opened her car door.
Dino Greco, 28, of Schaumburg
signed a plea agreement with fed-
eral prosecutors that calls for him
to serve 15 years in prison for the
attack.
Greco also sent a sexually
explicit video of himself and the
woman to her parents, aunt and
uncle and co-workers and was sus-
pected of other bombings as well,
prosecutors said.
“Obviously, these are horrible
and sad events,” U.S. District
Judge Wayne R. Andersen said.
He set sentencing for July 1.
Prosecutors say Jeanette
Morgan’s life was probably saved
on April 27, 2001, when her car
door stuck as she tried to open it.
Because she had been struggling
with the door, she avoided the full
brunt of the blast when the bomb
exploded.
“I had metal in my face, my
hands were cut, I had hearing
problems,” the 22-year-old com-
munity college student said
Monday. “I still have hearing prob-
lems.”
Assistant U.S. Attorney Scott
Levine said rage caused Greco to
send the video, and it was “the
same rage he showed when he
planted this pipe bomb.”
Only weeks before the blast,
Morgan had obtained an order of
protection requiring Greco to stay
away from her. Greco, who never
finished law school, admitted he
threatened violence if Morgan did-
n’t pay a lingering debt.
A key piece of evidence against
Greco was a single hair investiga-
tors found stuck to tape used in
building the bomb. The DNA in the
hair matched Greco’s.
Prosecutors said Greco’s name
had surfaced in connection with
other bombing cases, but he was
never charged in them.
In one case, in 1992, a high foot-
ball player’s home was bombed
following a fight with Greco in the
high school cafeteria.
In 1994, a man went into Greco’s
back yard after being pelted with
eggs while driving by. He said he
expected to find 8-year-old
pranksters but, instead, three men
beat him with a baseball bat.
Greco was acquitted in the beat-
ing. But later, a pipe bomb explod-
ed at the home of a female witness,
and a detective who investigated
the case found a pipe bomb on his
property.
Former law student pleads guilty
to planting dangerous pipe bomb
CHICAGO (AP) — Gov. Rod
Blagojevich on Monday said the
state should consider a proposal
that would have Illinois own a casi-
no if it has the proper safeguards,
which he did not specify.
A proposal by Penn National
Gaming calls for the company to
build a casino in the Chicago sub-
urb of Rosemont and then sell it to
the state for $1.
“My own personal opinion is that
if you have the right kind of safe-
guards built in and you have the
right kind of vigilance placed in
the process, that it’s something
that we seriously have to take a
look at,” Blagojevich said after
touting his education reform pro-
posals at a school on the West Side.
The first-term Democrat has
previously expressed interest in
the idea of having publicly owned
casinos run by hired management
firms.
The Rev. Tom Grey, who heads
the National Coalition Against
Legalized Gambling, said
Blagojevich’s comments put him
“smack dab in the middle” of the
debate over whether the state
should own a casino.
“He could have pulled off, but
the fact that he didn’t means that
he just put some more lard on the
skids,” Grey said.
Grey questioned whether
Blagojevich’s administration was
involved with Penn National’s bid,
but Blagojevich aides and Penn
National representatives have said
the governor’s office was not
involved.
Penn National, based in
Wyomissing, Pa., bid $506 million
for the state’s last casino license
now held by the bankrupt Emerald
Casino.
Governor: State should
support casino proposal
Delivery person wanted part
time, apply in person after 4 PM,
Paglia’s Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
__________________________2/3
Caring individuals needed to
work with adults with develop-
mental disabilities in a group
home setting, stressing commu-
nity integrated living. Now hiring
weekend Mid-8am and PT
evening positions. Apply in per-
son at Tull House, 1911 18th St.
Charleston; 345-3552
__________________________2/3
Are you interested in earning
extra money this semester?
Want to work in a fun environ-
ment, on-campus, evenings
only, no weekends? Eastern
Illinois University’s Annual Fund
is seeking student callers.
Students receive an hourly rate
with incentives to earn hourly
bonuses. No “cold calling,” stu-
dent callers contact Alumni from
an established donor base. To
make application, stop by the
Alumni Services office located in
the Brainard House on 4th
Street. Ask for either Kim or
Jonathan. Application deadline
is February 5th. Interviews begin
immediately.
__________________________2/6
Would like Friday & Saturdays
off? Are you looking for a part-
time evening position in a fun,
professional office atmosphere?
Ruffalo Cody/Westaff is seeking
professional telephone fund
raisers. Flexible scheduling,
weekly paychecks, holiday
bonus potential for extra
cash$$, no “cold calling”
required, help raise money for
colleges/universities to lower
tuition for current students,
apply before November 28. Stop
by Westaff at 700 W. Lincoln or
call 345-1303.
__________________________00
Wanted EIU Baseball Batgirls.
Assit with promotions, game
day, management, recruiting.
Call Chris at 581-8510.
________________________2/10
LOCAL BAPTIST CHURCH
SEEKING MUSICIANS. GUI-
TARS, KEYBOARD, DRUMS,
AND VOCALISTS NEEDED.
CALL 276-3434 AFTER 5PM.
________________________2/19
Available now! Studio located
close to campus. $320/ month,
utilities included. Call 348-0006
__________________________2/3
1,2,3,4 bedroom apts. Fall 2004-
2005. 11 month lease. Security
deposit required. No pets. 348-
8305
__________________________2/3
Bedroom for Spring, half block
from campus. House privileges,
utilities included, NOT apt. 345-
3253 or 348-3945
__________________________2/3
1bedroom apt available immedi-
ately. Six month lease. Security
deposit required. No pets. 348-
8305.
________________________2/3,
Available Fall 2004, Studio apt.
$275/month, includes heat,
water, and trash. Call 897-6266
or 898-9143. 
__________________________2/3
Available Fall 2004. Small 2 BR
apt. for 1 or 2 people. Only
$300/$350. Good location near
Morton Park, call 897-6266 or
898-9143.
__________________________2/3
Available summer and fall 2004.
Extremely nice. 2 and 3 bedroom
with one or two bath, apt and
homes, washer and dryer includ-
ed. No pets! Close to campus.
Littiken Rentals, 345-9267.
________________________2/17
Now leasing for Fall 2004. 3 BR.
houses, 4th St. locations Good
Parking. $225 each. Call 897-
6266 or 898-9143.
__________________________2/3
2 Bedroom, 10 or 12 mo lease.
Water/trash included. 348-7698,
leave message.
__________________________2/4
3 Bedroom, 10 or 12 mo lease.
Water/trash included. 348-7698,
leave message.
__________________________2/4
4 Bdrm. 2 Bathroom House new
construction. 3 Blks from cam-
pus. 1800 12th Street 868-5610.
__________________________2/4
For Rent: Girls only: 2 and 3
bedroom apt. for rent across
from Buzzard. Call 345-2652
__________________________2/5
For Lease: 2,3,4,5 bedroom
houses. C/Air, Dishwashers,
washer/dryer. 346-3583.
__________________________2/6
For Fall 2004-Great Location-
2bdrm House w/ basement-
MUST SEE! $275 per person
345-5088
__________________________2/6
For Fall 2004-Cozy 3bdrm
house-W/D, Great Location,
across from Morton Park, $250
per person 345-5088
__________________________2/6
For Fall 2004-Awesome 5bdrm
apt., can furnish if needed, trash
pd, C/A, 1blk from STIX-$250
per person 345-5088
__________________________2/6
For Fall 2004-4bdrm House-2
blks from campus-W/D, dish-
washer, freshly painted, trash
pd, C/A, Nice front porch-$275
per person. 345-5088
__________________________2/6
3 bedroom apt. $235 each per
month, 2 blocks from campus.
345-3554
________________________2/16
3 Bedroom House Fall 2004. AC,
W/D. 2 blocks from EIU. $750
month for 3. Call 348-8286 or
549-0319
__________________________2/9
3 BR. apt, 2nd floor 1409 9th st.
Newly remodeled, large rooms,
no pets. $250/person and utili-
ties. MUST SEE. Call Dustin at
630-302-2676
________________________2/10
3 BEDROOM HOUSE CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. AVAILABLE FALL
2004, 2 FULL BATHS WITH
WASHER-DRYER. A/C. CALL
232-8936
________________________2/10
THREE/TWO BEDROOM HOUS-
ES. $220/PERSON, TWO BED-
ROOM, TWO BATH APART-
MENTS. 415 Harrison. 345-5032
________________________2/18
Fall Rental 4 bedroom, 2 bath, 3
blocks from campus. New
Construction. 1800 12th St.
(217)868-5610
________________________2/20
AVAIL NOW 1 2 3 4 BEDROOM
LINCOLN OR 9TH STREET.
CALL 348-0157. LANMAN-
PROPERTIES.COM
________________________2/26
2BR apt, 1/2 block to Rec Ctr.
cable incl, central a/c, some bal-
conies. $230/person. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
________________________2/27
2BR apts near Buzzard. $460/12
months, water incl. Low utilities,
A/C, coin laundry, ample park-
ing. 345-4489 Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor
________________________2/27
2BR apt, 1/2 block to Rec Ctr.
cable incl, central a/c, some bal-
conies. $230/person. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
________________________2/27
SPACIOUS 3BR house near
Stadium, a/c, w/d, 3 QUIET ten-
ants. New carpet, vinyl, cabi-
nets. $750/12 months. 345-4489
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
________________________2/27
1 person looking for a roomy
apt? Try this 2BR priced for one
@ $350/mo. Cable TV and water
incl. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
________________________2/27
2BR moneysaver @ $190/per-
son. Cable&water incl. Don’t
miss it. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
________________________2/27
ROOMY 4BR HOUSE, 1 1/2
baths, w/d, walk to Buzzard.
345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.
________________________2/27
BRITTANY RIDGE townhouses,
available now or 2004-2005 for
2-5 tenants. DSL wiring. 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
________________________2/27
Close to campus. Nice 3
bdrm/5bdrm houses CA,
w/heatpump, W&D. 348-0614
________________________2/27
3BR HOUSE, fresh carpet, 1
block to Stadium, w/d, central
a/c. $700/12 months for 3 ten-
ants. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
________________________2/27
NEAT 2BR house near Stadium,
a/c, w/d, 2 QUIET tenants.
$500/12 months. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
________________________2/27
NEAT 3BR house for 3 QUIET
residents. Fresh carpet, vinyl,
cabinets. Washer/dryer, a/c.
$660 month. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
________________________2/27
3BR house for 3-4, w/d, 1
block to EIU, near Stix &
Krackers.. Ugly, but mechani-
cally sound. $630/12mo. 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.
________________________2/27
1025 4th St. 5 bedroom, 4 bath,
partially furnished, washer/dryer.
Deposit required. Available Aug.
10, ‘04. Contact 618-580-5843
for more information.
__________________________3/1
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The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student:❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
R O O M M A T E S
EASTERN STUDENT OFFICIALS ASSOCIATION: Meeting Wed. Feb. 4 at 8 p.m.
in  Student Rec Center Conference Room. We will be having food and a guest
speaker. All are welcome to attend. For additional info call IM office at 581-7000
ASIAN AMERICAN ASSOCIATION: 1st meeting of the semester! Tonight at 6pm
in COLE 2721. FREE noodles. Everyone is welcome. See ya there!
C A M P U S  C L I P S
ACROSS
1Othello, for
one
5Indian prince
10___ no. (bank
info)
14Helper
15Like a gym-
nast
16Became tat-
tered
17Trudge
18King portrayer
on stage and
screen
20Neighbor of
Israel
22Sailing
23Suffix with
hotel
24Carte starter
26Deceptive
28
Spokesperso
n who liked
“wild hickory
nuts”
34Co. with a
plant
35Tennis serv-
ing whiz
36Brazilian
dance
40State of mind
42Speeder’s
bane
44Wine label
info
45Silk-producing
region
47“Shake a leg!”
48Baseball stat.
49Annual winter
celebration
53Sweater
material
56Shelley’s “___
Skylark”
57Goose pim-
ples producer
58Fluster
62Looks at lust-
fully
66Possible com-
ment before
an embarrass-
ing admission
69Give marks to
70Army NCO
71Ventriloquist
Bergen
72Book before
Nehemiah
73Burpee unit
74Not just
words
75One taking a
gander
DOWN
1Cartographic
products
2Like
unwashed
hair, maybe
3Scent
4Phone feature
5Beam of light
6Lago contents
7Reject, as a
beau
8Priestly wear
9Regarding
this point
10Barley bristle
11Like highway
traffic mark-
ers
12Rural swim-
ming place
13Robe fabric
19Tall tales
21Everybody
25Petri dish
filler
27Brit’s excla-
mation
28Meddlesome
heroine of an
1816 novel
29Some streak-
ing lights,
briefly
30Ardent love
31Start of
Caesar’s
boast
32___ roses
33Atlanta player
37“Jeopardy!”
creator ___
Griffin
38Rum-soaked
cake
39Seed cover-
ing
41Belafonte
song catch-
word
43Musical mark
46Many a com-
missioned art-
work
50Served, as
soup
51Unduly
52“You have my
support”
53Bottomless
chasm
54Lasso part
55Overcharge
59Miami-___
County
60Winter
Olympics
sport
61Quaint cry of
horror
63Do-nothing
64Raison d’___
65Burn
67Old Ford
model
68Mins. and
mins.
Puzzle by Mike Torch
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31 32 33
34 35 36 37 38 39
40 41 42 43 44
45 46 47 48
49 50 51 52
53 54 55 56
57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65
66 67 68 69
70 71 72
73 74 75
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 1223
MOORRAJAHACCT
AIDEAGILEWORE
PLODYULBRYNNER
SYRIAATSEAIER
ALATRICKY
EUELLGIBBONS
MFRACERSAMBA
MOODRADARYEAR
ASSAMMOVERBI
YULEFESTIVAL
ANGORATOA
BOOADDLEOGLES
YOULLLAUGHRATE
SSGTEDGAREZRA
SEEDDEEDSEYER
Housing Choices...
Brittany Ridge Townhouses
3-4 Bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, a/c, w/d, dw
DSL, phone, cable jacks, deck, fresh carpet/vinyl.
2-5 residents from $188-300
2BR APTS FOR 2, Close to Campus
Near Rec Center or Buzzard Bldg. 
All with a/c, some paid cable or paid water
Low utilities, ample parking, coin laundry
$230/person 12 months
2BR APTS for 1 or 2 persons
Cable, water, trash paid, 1 parking space
$350 for 1 person, $190 each for 2
Low electric, coin laundry
1BR APTS for every need and taste
All shapes & sizes, near & far, neat & ugly
For privacy, quiet, convenience, economy
From $200 to $375
HOUSES - 2,3,4 BEDROOMS
Good locations, various sizes
Most with a/c, w/d
Priced for private bedrooms
Lists available, Showing by appointment
1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 - Fax 345-4472
Lincolnwood Pinetree
Apartments
Across from Carmen Hall
345-6000
• Lots of space   • Swimming pool
• Volleyball court
Studio 1,2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments
Limited Time 3 Bedroom Rent Special
2 bedroom town house/ apart-
ment furnished, trash pick up
included, 2 blks from campus.
Call 348-0350.
__________________________00
www.eiprops.com
Fall 2004
2,3,4 and 6 bedroom apartments
All apartments include AC, free
laundray, trash, off street park-
ing, lawn care and free DSL.
2 bdr apts
1056 2nd #2
1056 2nd #5
3 bdr apts
204 Grant #5 (free heat, water)
530 Grant #1
4 bdr apt
204 Grant #1 & #3 (free heat,
water)
6 bdr apt
1056 2nd #1 & #3
-Locally owned and maintained
-All close to campus, great
neighborhoods
-Contact us at 549-0212 or 345-
6210 or visit us at
www.eiprops.com for prices,
photos and features.
__________________________00
STUDENT HOUSE FOR RENT.
1814 12th STREET. Looking for
3 students to rent 3 bdrm home
for Fall/Spring 04-05. Walk to
school, CA, W/D. $825 month
($275 each). Call 847-395-7640
for info.
__________________________00
www.jwilliamsrentals.com 
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR
APARTMENT FOR 2004-2005.
Leasing now 1,2,&3 bedroom
units. Good locations, nice
apartments, off street parking,
trash paid. No pets. 345-7286
__________________________00
1 Bdrm, large & nice apt avail-
able now. $295 per month, trash
included. 345-6967
__________________________00
www.eiprops.com
Fall 2004
2,3 and 4 bdr houses
All houses include AC, free laun-
dry, off street parking, lawn care
2 bdr
1708 11th 
1613 12th
3 bdr
217 Polk
1048 9th 
827 4th (free DSL)
4 bdr
1027 2nd
1021 2nd (fireplace, sunroom)
-Locally owned and maintained
-All close to campus, great
neighborhoods
-Contact us at 549-0212 or 345-
6210 or visit us at
www.eiprops.com for prices,
photos and features.
__________________________00
Studio apt. 1/2 block to Campus
$265 and a large 1 bdrm. apt.
1/2 block to campus $325. 345-
6967
__________________________00
Large, nice 2 bdrm apt, $500,
water and trash included no
dogs or cats. 345-6967
__________________________00
Large 7 bdrm. house 3 bath, 1/2
block to campus, central air,
washer/drier $265 each 345-
6967
__________________________00
Homes 4 & 3 BR available
August. Good locations,
WD,DW,CA, TRASH paid. Call
345-3253.
__________________________00
4 bedroom house 219 Jackson
Ave. Spacious basement includ-
ed. $200 each, available June
1st. 549-1957 or 348-5427
__________________________00
ATTENTION GIRLS! IF YOU
WOULD LIKE A NICE, ROOMY,
FURNISHED 3 BR APARTMENT
WITH LARGE CLOSETS, LOW
RENT, LOW UTILITY BILLS AND
A LANDLORD THAT CARES
FOR THE 2004-2005 SCHOOL
YEAR, CALL 345-3664. SEEING
IS BELIEVING! 10 MONTH
LEASE, NO PETS.
__________________________00
2 bedroom apt available Jan 1st!
Furnished and trash paid. Close
to campus. 345-5088
__________________________00
$299 Free heat, water, trash. Call
Dave 345-2171. 9am-11am
__________________________00
2 BR APTS. AVAIL 04-05- Check
locations at www.charlestoni-
lapts.com. Roommate rents from
$230 to $255 mo. Call 348-7746
for appointments.
__________________________00
VERY NICE 6 BEDROOM
HOUSE. 2 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS. WASHER, DYER,
DISHWASHER, CENTRAL AIR.
TOTALLY REMODELED! CALL
345-6967
__________________________00
Hey Gals! 2 bedroom furnished
apartment, next to park at 1111
2nd St. Water, trash, and laundry
included for $265 each/month. 10
or 12 month lease available. Call
now at 549-1957 or 348-5427.
__________________________00
1,2,and 3 bedrooms close to
campus. 4 locations to choose
from. Call 345-6533
__________________________00
Exceptionally economical! 1
bedroom apt. with loft.
Furnished for a single or couple.
$375 month. For one or $430
month for two. 1 block north of
O’Brian Fild. For school year
2004-2005. Call Jan 345-8350
__________________________00
1 or 2 BD furnished apts. Great
rates, low utilities. Water and
trash included. 345-5048
__________________________00
Need a semester lease from
JAN-MAY? We have a unique 2
bdrm for rent. 1block from
Buzzard. 345-5088
__________________________00
“Listed as top landlord for 2003
in Eastern News!”1 Bedroom
apts. for August 04-05. PP&W
PROPERTIES. 2 EXCELLENT
LOCATIONS 1 BLOCK, & 1 1/2
BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD MAIN
ON 6TH ST. 1 or 2 person leas-
es. Central heat & A/C, laundry
facility. Trash service and off
street parking included. Perfect
for serious student or couples.
348-8249
__________________________00
For 2004/2005 Nice 5 bedroom
house. Excellent locations, cable
internet hook-ups in every bed-
room. 250/person/month. 12
month lease. Call 345-0652.
Also, nice one bedroom apt.
excellent location. 350/month.
__________________________00
BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3
BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR
FALL 04-05. PLENTY OF OFF
STREET PARKING, WATER AND
TRASH INCLUDED. CALL 345-
1266
__________________________00
04-05 fall- 2,3,4 bedroom 2 bath
apts. new, clean, and close to
EIU 345-6100.
__________________________00
BUZZARD STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large
2 BR apts. available @ 2020
10th. Call 345.6000 to see!
__________________________00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new
furniture. Leasing for Spring
2004 and Fall 2003 semesters.
Call 346-3583
__________________________00
Single Apt. on square. $299 inc.
heat, water, trash. Dave 345-
2171 9am-11am.
__________________________00
2 bdrm available June. 2 blocks
from EIU. W/D included. 2007
11th St. $285 each. 345-6100
__________________________00
5 bdrm house. Available August.
Nice, clean, and close to EIU.
W/D included. 2019 11th St.
345-6100
__________________________00
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS-
1611 9TH ST. 1 BLOCK EAST
OF OLD MAIN. 1 APARTMENT
AVAILABLE SPRING SEMES-
TER. COMPLETELY FUR-
NISHED, HEAT, AND GARBAGE
FURNISHED, OFF STREET
PARKING. CALL 345-7136.
__________________________00
Newly remodeled two bedroom
apartments complexly furnished,
parking, laundry, FREE DSL Fast
internet 913 and 917 4th St.
345-7437 or 345-8353. 
__________________________00
3 bedroom house, central air,
complexly furnished. Available
June 1. 1705 4th St. $750. 345-
8353 or 345-7437 
__________________________00
Now Leasing for Fall 2004:
Studios, 2 and 3 bedroom apart-
ments, 3 bedroom houses and a
large home for 7 people located
within 3 blocks or less from
campus. 345-0006
__________________________00
FALL 2004, 2BR HOUSE 1708
11TH ST. NEW CARPET AND
PAINT, W/D. $300 PER BDRM.
345-6210 OR 254-8228
__________________________00
FALL 2004 3 BR HOUSE 217
POLK, C/A, W/D, DSL CABLE
AND PHONE IN ALL BDRMS.
GARAGE, FENCED YARD. $300
PER BDRM. 345-6210 OR 254-
8228
__________________________00
FALL 2004 4 BR HOUSE, 1021
2ND ST. C/A, WD, D/W, 2 CAR
GARAGE, VERY NICE, SUN-
ROOM, FIREPLACE. $350 PER
BDRM. 345-6210 OR 254-8228
__________________________00
FALL 2004 4 BR APT. 204 W.
GRANT AVE. PARTIALLY FUR-
NISHED, 2 FULL BATHS, FREE
LAUNDRY, HEAT, WATER,
TRASH AND DSL INCLUDED.
CLOSE TO O’BRIEN STADIUM.
$350 PER BDRM 345-6210 OR
254-8228
__________________________00
FALL 2004 3 BR APT 204 W.
GRANT, 2 FULL BATHS, FREE
LAUNDRY, HEAT, WATER,
TRASH AND DSL INCLUDED.
CLOSE TO O’BRIEN STADIUM.
$333 PER BDRM. 345-6210 OR
254-8228
__________________________00
FALL 2004 3 BR APT. 530
GRANT, 2 FULL BATHS, FREE
DSL AND LAUNDRY PRIVATE
PATIO WITH FENCE. NEW
APPLIANCES, C/A $333 PER
BDRM. 345-6210 OR 254-8228
__________________________00
FALL 2004 6 BR TOWNHOUSE
1056 2ND ST. FURNISHED, 2
FULL BATHS, A/C, FREE LAUN-
DRY AND DSL. $300 PER
BDRM. 345-6210 OR 254-8228
__________________________00
Male or Female Roommate
wanted. $200 a month for rent.
Plus split of utilities. Call 217-
820-6696
__________________________2/3
Hey Girls! Need a roommate?
Please call Katie at 581-2362.
Semi-Serious student!
________________________2/10
Roommates wanted,
$295/month. Call Lindsey
348.1479
__________________________00
Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583
__________________________00
Sublessor needed ASAP for Feb
- Jult ‘04. February and July rent
already paid. $266.66/mo. plus
utilities. Across from Dominos.
Call Becky 348-1233
__________________________2/8
1 bdrm apt. available for sum-
mer. Subleesor needed.
Parkplace apts. 348-6014 ask
for Chad.
________________________2/13
EARN A FORTUNE with us this
summer! Conference Assistant
applications will be available
Jan12 until Feb 12 at all resi-
dence hall front desks and the
office of University Housing and
Dining services. For mroe info
call Conference Service at 581-
7482.
__________________________2/4
ACT NOW! Book 11 people,
get 12th trip free. Group dis-
counts for 6+ www.spring-
breakdiscounts.com or 800-
838-8202
________________________2/12
Need an extra $36,000 a year?
Vending route for sale: 50 high
traffic locations. Cost $5,000
1-800-568-1392 or www.vend-
ingthatworks.com
________________________2/13
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida! Best par-
ties, best hotels, best prices!
Space is limited! Book now and
save! 1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com
________________________2/27
MOVIE EXTRAS, MODELS
NEEDED. Local Casting call. No
Experience, age required, all
types looks accepted.
Minor/major roles. Up to $320 a
day.  Call 1-800-818-7520
__________________________3/2
SPRING BREAK beach and Ski
Trips on Sale Now! Call 1-800-
SUNCHASE today! Or visit
www.Sunchase.com
__________________________3/5
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica,
Acapulco, Bahamas, &
Florida! Best Prices! Space
is limited! Book now & Save!
1-800-234-7007 www.end-
lesssummertours.com
________________________3/12
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested
in a yearbook of your senior
year, and are not sure how to
pick it up, come to the Student
Publications office, room 1802
Buzzard Hall, and for only $4 we
will mail you a copy in the Fall
when they are published.  Call
581-2812 for more information.
__________________________00
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
H E L P  W A N T E D H E L P  W A N T E D F O R  R E N T F O R  R E N T R O O M M A T E S
P E R S O N A L S
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
S U B L E S S O R S
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PUNXSUTAWNEY, Pa. (AP) — If you’re tired of winter,
Punxsutawney Phil had a message for you Monday — get
used to it.
After a rap on an oak stump roused him from his home on
Gobbler’s Knob, the world’s most famous furry forecaster
“saw” his shadow this chilly Groundhog Day morning, which
according to tradition means six more weeks of winter.
Phil even included a topical reference in his proclamation
— to the capture of Saddam Hussein.
“I’m glad I live in this luxurious burrow on the knob, and
not in a dirty, smelly, spider hole like a slob,” said the procla-
mation read aloud by one of the organizers. “When I come
out, I don’t want to negotiate; but to just do my job and prog-
nosticate.”
N A T I O N A L  N E W S  B R I E F S
Marmot predicts
more winter
‘Partial-birth’ law overturned
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) – A federal
judge struck down Virginia’s ban on a
type of late-term abortion Monday, say-
ing the law violated privacy rights and
failed to make an exception for the
health of the woman.
U.S. District Judge Richard L.
Williams called the ban on what oppo-
nents call partial-birth abortion “imper-
missibly void for vagueness.”
The judge blocked the law last July,
the day it went into effect, calling it a
“no-brain case.” He also has challenged
the use of the term “partial birth infanti-
cide” by the law’s backers, saying it was
an attempt to alarm the public.
Virginia’s law outlawed a procedure
generally performed in the second or
third trimester in which a fetus is par-
tially delivered before being killed.
Lawyers for the Center for
Reproductive Rights, who filed the suit,
argued that the law was unconstitution-
al because it disregarded a four-year-old
Supreme Court ruling allowing the pro-
cedure when the health of the mother is
threatened.
The state law contained no such
health exception.
“Courts across the country — includ-
ing the U.S. Supreme Court — have been
clear that such bans are an unconstitu-
tional threat to women’s health and
lives,” Nancy Northup, president of the
center, said in a statement Monday.
The group said the lawsuit was a pre-
cursor to a challenge to the limited fed-
eral ban, which is already being chal-
lenged in Nebraska, New York and
California. About 30 states have enacted
versions of partial birth abortion bans,
but in many cases they have been over-
turned in court.
Virginia Attorney General Jerry
Kilgore said Monday’s decision was not
unexpected, but he plans to appeal.
“This ruling is not surprising, given
the number of times we have had to
appeal rulings on similar legislation to
higher courts,” said Kilgore, a
Republican.
The suit alleged that Virginia’s
“vaguely defined” ban could subject
doctors to criminal prosecution even for
safely performing a more common type
of second-trimester abortion known as
“dilation and evacuation,” as well as
obstetrical procedures that help women
suffering miscarriages.
The law’s backers claimed it specifi-
cally targeted procedures that take
place once the fetus has emerged from
the birth canal.
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Yeah, it’s a bit
heavy. But your 2003Warbler is packed
with memories!
pick it up in buzzard hall
in slugging percentage, bases on
balls, home runs and runs batted
in for the Panthers, almost
unheard of for a shortstop. 
Cammann may not be the most
graceful fielder but he definitely
gets the job done at the “hot cor-
ner.” Fans may remember diving
stop after diving stop turned in by
the Idaho native against Eastern
Kentucky in a three-game home
series last April, and the Panthers
will expect more of the same this
year.
Former second baseman Chris
Uhle will move to the designated
hitter position to replace
Pignatiello, and what Eastern will
lose in power they will certainly
gain in speed and batting average.
Statistically speaking, Uhle has
converted his last 20 stolen base
attempts and is the returning
leader in total bases, doubles and
triples for Eastern.
On the mound, besides incum-
bent ace Jarad Marshall (34 wins
over the last three seasons)
Eastern will be young but certain-
ly not lacking potential. 
A big key for Eastern will be
sophomore righty Mike Budde.
The Providence Catholic graduate
moved back and fourth from the
bullpen to starter last season
before finally sticking in the rota-
tion. In 18 appearances Budde
posted a 1-4 record with a 8.44
earned run average, but showed
signs of dominance in a 11-1 victo-
ry over Eastern Kentucky that
saw him go the distance giving up
just four hits and one run. 
If that Mike Budde shows up,
Eastern will be set with a reliable
one-two punch at the top of their
staff. Not to mention, Budde won’t
have any big game jitters as he’s
pitched in his fair share of impor-
tant contest in high school with
Providence among the best in the
Chicago Catholic League.
Lanky lefty Jason Pinnell has
the potential to shine in relief if he
can cut down on his walks and
sophomore Alex Chapple should
improve with more work.
The Eastern baseball team cer-
tainly has a promising outlook. If
certain pieces fall into place this
year the passion and elation won’t
be limited to Wrigleyville and
Busch Stadium.
fourth place in the conference,
and are hoping to build upon a
recent victory over Michigan that
could have been the team’s best
game of the year.  Against the tal-
ented Wolverines, who are 12-6
overall and 3-4 in the Big Ten, the
Illini won the game by 15 at
Assembly Hall in Champaign.
Illinois’ guards have been carry-
ing the burden of the team as
both James Augustine and Nick
Smith continue to battle foul trou-
ble in just about each game they
play.  This was the case again
when they played Michigan, in
response to the big men and their
foul trouble the guards answered
for the Illini.  Luther Head hit on
five three point attempts and
scored a total of 18 points, and
point guard Deron Williams
helped bolster the offense with 15
points. 
Illinois-Chicago Flames
After a solid 9-3 start against
non-conference opponents, UIC
faltered once they started to play
against other Horizon League
teams losing three of their first
five conference games.  But rid-
ing a three game winning streak
within the Horizon League, the
Flames have brought themselves
back up to the top of the confer-
ence.  Currently they stand fourth
in the league, with a 6-4 confer-
ence record, trailing only UW-
Milwaukee, Wright State and UW-
Green Bay.  The Flames will prob-
ably have to wait until the confer-
ence tournament to have a stake
in the conference championship
since UW-Milwaukee is in control
of the Horizon with a perfect 10-0
record.  The type of basketball the
Flames are playing right now is
what was expected of the team
upon entering the season.  By the
time they played Eastern on Dec.
2, the Flames were highly ranked
among mid-major schools by
ESPN.  
Southern Illinois Salukis
Southern’s Missouri Valley
Conference season has gone
through more than half way and
could not have gone better for the
Salukis.  Southern has gone a per-
fect 10-0 to start  but the one thing
the Salukis will be looking for-
ward to is their two match ups
against their top rival within the
Missouri Valley, Creighton.  The
two teams are at the top of the
conference as of right now, and
Southern owns a two game lead
over the Blue Jays.   For Southern
this season was in question a little
after their coach who had led
them to the NCAA Tournament
two years in a row, Bruce Weber,
left Southern for Champaign.  But
Southern has answered this sea-
son and is on pace once again to
get to the tournament.  The
Salukis have won their last eight
games, and their last loss was Jan.
2 to Charlotte. 
“Coach Bailey always tells us we can lose any
game to any team,” Marino said. “We have to
treat every team as if they’re a quality oppo-
nent.”
In basketball, and most other sports for
that matter, people talk about whether a play-
er is coachable or not. Marino said he knows
he is one of the more talented players on his
team, but he also realizes that doesn’t mean
his coach can’t get on him. 
“He’ll get on me the same way he’ll get on a
junior,” Marino said. “He still tells me every-
thing I’m doing wrong, and it makes me bet-
ter.
“He tells me I’m doing a good job, but not to
get a high head,” Marino said. “Coach
explains the season as a marathon and each
game is a mile of that marathon. We have to
run each mile one at a time.”
In his years of coaching at St. Patrick,
Bailey has seen many good basketball play-
ers, but feels Marino is one of the best, if not
the best leader he has ever seen. 
“He’s as good as anyone,” Bailey said. “He
does it by example, he’s vocal, he practices
and plays hard and he works at his game.
There is no harder worker than Matt.”
One method Bailey uses to measure a play-
er is whether or not he is a gym rat.  
“There is no hungrier gym rat,” Bailey said.
Bailey said Samuels has heard some good
things about Marino and has asked him for
some game tape. 
Marino said he would be interested in going
to Eastern for a number of reasons.
“I know my brother’s there, and the major-
ity of Pat’s kids have gone there the last two
to three years, so I know people there,”
Marino said. “I also like that it’s not too far
from home and it’s a Division I-A basketball
program.”
If Marino were to come to Eastern, he said
he wouldn’t want to be one of those kids who
rides the bench until his senior year.
“I want to go somewhere and play quality
minutes for the team as a sophomore, junior
or even a freshman,” Marino said. 
Marino said he hasn’t talked to Samuels yet
because the Eastern head coach was on the
road with the team. However, Bailey knows
Samuels and is impressed with what he does
at Eastern. 
“Coach Samuels is a class act and has an
outstanding basketball program,” Bailey
said. “He’s one of the first guys high school
coaches turn to and he’s always been help-
ful.”
When it comes time for Marino to make his
decision, Bailey feels it won’t depend com-
pletely on basketball. He said Marino will go
where he and his family feel he fits best. 
One place he will be sure to visit will be his
brother’s house at Eastern.
“I’ll come down and visit Mike and talk to
coach and after the season, I’ll check out the
teams and programs and make my decision,”
Marino said. 
Gilbert:
Plent of talent returning
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
Gold:
High school coach says Marino
is one of his best players ever
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
Stacking:
Other state college
teams strugling
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
Big Ten Men’s Basketball 
Standings
BIG TEN OVERALL
Wisconsin 5-1 14-3
Indiana 5-2 11-7
Michigan State 5-2 10-8
Illinois 4-3 13-5
Purdue 4-3 14-6
Iowa 4-3 11-7
Michigan 3-4 12-6
Penn State 3-4 9-9
Northwestern 3-4 8-10
Ohio State 2-5 10-10
Minnesota 0-7 8-11
Missouri Valley Men’s
Basketball Standings
MVC OVERALL
Southern Illinois 10-0 16-2
Creighton 8-2 16-2
SW Missouri State 6-4 14-7
Wichita State 6-4 13-7
Northern Iowa 6-4 11-7
Drake 4-6 8-10
Indiana State 4-6 8-10
Bradley 2-8 9-12
Illinois State 2-8 6-12
Evansville 2-8 3-15
Horizon League Men’s 
Basketball Standings
HL OVERALL
UW-Milwaukee 10-0 15-5
Wright State 8-2 11-9
UW-Green Bay 7-3 13-7
Illinois-Chicago 6-4 15-7
Butler 4-6 8-11
Detroit Titans 3-6 9-10
Youngstown State 3-6 7-12
Loyola 3-7 7-13
Cleveland State 0-10 4-17
“He’s as good as anyone. He does it by example, he’s vocal, he
practices and plays hard and he works at his game. There is no
harder worker than Matt.”
— Mike Baily, St. Patrick High School coach
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New
E X T R EM E
$1.50 Etreme Shots
$2.50 24oz. Miller Lite
$1.75 Corona Bottles
No Cover!
DJ Irishman plays top 40
All Night Long
Ride the Bat @ Stu’s
Stusday BIG FISH (PG-13)  DAILY 7:00    
COLD MOUNTAIN (R) DAILY 6:45                
ALONG CAME POLLY (PG-13) Daily 5:30, 8:00,
10:10 
BIG BOUNCE (PG-13) 5:15, 7:45, 10:05       
BUTTERFLY EFFECT( R) Daily 4:20, 7:10, 10:00 
CALENDAR GIRLS (PG-13) Daily 4:00, 6:40, 9:20 
LOST IN TRANSLATION (R) Daily 4:10, 7:00, 9:30
PERFECT SCORE (PG-13) Daily 5:00, 7:20, 9:40 
WIN A DATE WITH TAD HAMILTON (PG-13) 4:45,
7:30, 9:50
YOU GOT SERVED(PG-13) 4:30, 6:50, 9:10 
Supporting EIU
Athletics for 
over 50 years
Locally owned &
operated
Gateway
345-9722
Eastside Package
345-5722
Don’t be Scared to 
ADVERTISE in the DEN...
call today 581-2816
All ‘80’s
All Night
turn
back
the
clock
tuesday
Tuesday @
Chicken Strips w/ fries $299
Buckets of Bud & Bud Light 5 for $800
$350 Red Bull Vodka 
$425 Jeager Bombs
Cash
Pri zes 
for  the
best 80 ’s 
ou tf it
Dart Tournaments Tuesday Nights
T ournament Starts @ 7:00pmRegister @ 6:30pm
By Michael Gilbert
A S S O C I A T E  S P O R T S  E D I T O R
Nearly a month before the first pitch is thrown on
the 2004 baseball season, Eastern received positive
news as two Panthers were named to the Baseball
America Preseason Ohio Valley Conference team.
Eastern seniors Chris Uhle and Kyle Haines were
selected to the 12 player OVC squad named on Jan. 28,
by the national publication.
Judging by last season’s statistics both Panthers
were very deserving. Uhle, playing a majority of the
season at second base, hit .329 last season with 76 hits,
63 runs scored and 37 runs batted in. 
Uhle has been a key part of the Panthers since his
freshman year in 2001. As a true freshman, the
Morton Grove native played in 25 games starting 12
with a batting average of .279. Uhle made most of his
damage during a nine-game stretch in the starting
lineup that saw him go 10-of-24 including two hits and
two runs scored in consecutive games at Austin Peay
and Northern Illinois.
Uhle avoided a sophomore slump by batting .277
with four home runs and 12 runs batted in over 49
games.
Haines, a junior college transfer from Olney
Central, held down the shortstop position while batting
.340 with 72 hits, 49 runs scored and 47 runs batted in.
While at Olney, Haines hit .398 with 12 doubles, two
triples, seven home runs and 40 runs batted in. He had
a .914 fielding percentage and made solid contact at
the plate, striking out just 12 times in 166 at bats.
Both players made an impact on the bases with Uhle
perfect on 13 attempts and Haines able to swipe eight
bases on 10 tries.
Austin Peay led the all-conference team with four
selections as junior first baseman Chris Hyde, senior
outfielder Ron Bethke and senior pitchers Jeff Mault
and Devin Thomas all were honored.
Eastern Kentucky also had two players selected
with senior third baseman Neil Sellers and senior out-
fielder Stephen Carter on the team. Sellers was select-
ed by the publication as the league’s preseason player
of the year and top OVC prospect.
Two Panthers
gather early
OVC awards
B A S E B A L L
 Seniors Chris Uhle and Kyle Haines
are Eastern’s two representatives for
the OVC preseason All-Conference team
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
After Task Force meetings took place last week, Eastern knows that there are no women’s sports teams that
will be available to be cut due to regulations that the university needs to meet under Title IX rules.
Eastern to keep all sports due to Title IX
By Dana Peterson
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Title IX requirements and civil rights
have affected students in athletics at
Eastern and ensure sports will not be
cut. 
"Title IX is part of the U.S. Education
Amendments of 1972 which prohibit sex
discrimination in education programs
that receive federal financial assis-
tance,” said Cynthia Nichols, director of
the Office of Civil Rights and Diversity.
“Nearly every university and college
receive federal funds so they must com-
ply with Title IX."
After an athletic  task force was cre-
ated to find ways to reduce Eastern’s
reliance on state appropriated funds, the
discussion turned to cutting some
sports.  The task force, chaired by Gail
Richard, decided the benefits of cutting
any of Eastern’s 22 sports would not out-
weigh the negatives.
Richard said not only would cutting
sports cause “hard feelings” between
some students, it could violate Title IX
and other rules set by the Office of Civil
Rights.
Instead of cutting sports to save
money, the task force recommends stu-
dent fees be raised slowly over the next
five years, including the Grant-in-Aid
fee.     
Title IX has been applied to Eastern’s
athletics since the middle of the 1990s. 
The U.S. Office of Civil Rights chose
Eastern at random to see if their athletic
program met up with the rules of Title
IX, which it did not. 
The expectations of Title IX were met
in 1999. A significant part of Title IX is
to be classified in one of three prongs,
which is a way "universities can use to
achieve effective accommodation of stu-
dent interests and abilities in athletics." 
The first prong requires universities
have a "history and continuing practice
of program expansion of the underrep-
resented sex," and is not used by many
schools. The second prong says the sex
that has the majority of the students,
will be the majority of the athletes. 
“At Eastern, women comprise 57.7
percent the student body, therefore
approximately 57.7 percent of the ath-
letes would be female,” Nichols said.
Eastern falls into prong three which
requires it to "fully and effectively
accommodate the interests and abilities
of the underrepresented sex." 
To comply with this prong, Eastern
looked toward meeting interests of
women that had previously been
ignored. 
Aside from making sure men and
women’s team numbers are equal, Title
IX requires schools to have equality in
other areas. 
"(Eastern is) meeting the interest and
abilities prong of Title IX through pro-
viding equitable operating budgets,
coaching positions, scholarship budgets,
facilities and support services," Eastern
Director of Athletics Rich McDuffie 
Currently, there are 11 women’s
teams and 11 men’s teams at Eastern. In
the future, McDuffie said he and the ath-
letics program plan "to maintain the
equitable status currently in place as
well as to monitor the athletics interests
and abilities of the female population on
campus and for those interested in pos-
sibly attending EIU."
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As the temperatures contin-
ue to hover around the freez-
ing mark it’s never too early to
think Spring, and for sports
fans the reason to count the
days until the sunny season
arrives involves a bat and ball.
Over the past few months
we’ve heard a lot about two of
the three teams a majority of
the students follow. The
Chicago Cubs went out traded
for a power-hitting first base-
man, signed a solid setup man
and sharpened their bench.
The Cubs National League
Central rival, the St. Louis
Cardinals, bolstered their
pitching staff by trading away
a pair of veterans and hope to
have their all-star third base-
man healthy for the entire
year.
But what
about the
other base-
ball team
students fol-
low. The one
with home
games about
a half mile
from where all the students
live and the best part is we
don’t have to pay a dime to go
see them play. That’s right,
overlooked by all of the major
league baseball off-season
excitement is the fact our
Eastern team will hit the dia-
mond with high hopes in a few
short weeks.
Students may not remember
just how heartbreaking last
season ended for Jimmy
Schmitz and Co. because most
Panthers were long gone from
Charleston when the final
Eastern out was made on May
23.
Eastern entered the Ohio
Valley Conference in Paducah,
Ky., as the sixth seed but
immediately made their pres-
ence felt by overcoming an 8-0
deficit to beat top seeded
Austin Peay 12-11. The
Panthers then came up with
another upset a day later
downing third-seeding
Tennessee Tech, but the luck
ran out as Eastern fell to
Eastern Kentucky and Murray
State on May 23.
The loss against the Racers
was extremely tough as
Eastern came from behind in
the ninth inning down three
runs only to lose by a score of
6-4 in a marathon 13-inning
contest.
Tough way to end a season,
but even tougher was the loss
of nine seniors including catch-
er/designated hitter Bret
Pignatiello, outfielders Danny
Jordan and Kirk Walters and
pitchers Damon White, Matt
Tyson and Nate Stone.
While the Panthers will miss
the heavy bats of Pignatiello
and Walters and the innings
eaten up by White and Tyson,
Eastern shouldn’t be taken
lightly this season.
For starters the Panthers
have a solid defense in the
infield with Kyle Haines and
Jeff Cammann back for their
senior seasons. The fiery
Haines is the returning leader
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T E E I N ’  O F F
Mike Gilbert
A S S O C I A T E  S P O R T S
E D I T O R
Cubs, Cards
not the only
game in town 
Panther sports calendar
THURSDAY W Basketball vs. Murray State  5:15 p.m.     Lantz Arena
M Basketball vs. Murray State  7:35 p.m.     Lantz Arena
FRIDAY Track & Field at Indiana  throughout day
M Tennis at IPFW 6 p.m.
W Tennis at IPFW 6 p.m.
Wrestling vs. N. Illinois 7 p.m.
By John Hohenadel
S P O R T S  R E P O R T E R
Last weekend at a high school shootout at
North Park College in Chicago, Eastern men’s
basketball coach Rick Samuels expressed inter-
est in a recruit out of Chicago.
Matt Marino, a senior at St. Patrick High
School is the targeted prospect. More important-
ly, Marino, who is the starting point guard for St.
Pat’s, has led his Shamrocks to a 17-1 record
earning his team the eighth ranking in the state.  
The ranking is the highest for any St. Patrick’s
basketball team during the season. 
Before the season, Marino played on an AAU
team called the Illinois Warriors. The Warriors
are the same team NBA star Darius Miles played
on just two years ago. 
“Matt has played with guys you’ll hear about
playing in the NBA in the next ten years,” Matt’s
older brother Mike Marino said.
According to his brother, Matt hasn’t always
been the basketball star he is now.
“When we were younger, Matt was the quin-
tessential tag-along,” the elder Marino said.
“Matt used to want to play basketball with us but
we used to tell him he stinks and wouldn’t let him
play.”
He no longer has to worry about his brothers
letting him play, he now has to worry about
scouts critiquing every decision he makes on the
court. 
However, when scouts come to watch him
play, he feels no pressure.
“Half the time I don’t know who’s in the crowd
during the game,” Matt Marino said. “I don’t
know if there are scouts in the crowd until they
come talk to me after the game.”
St. Pat’s head coach Mike Bailey also reminds
Marino from time to time if the Shamrocks
weren’t having such a successful season, he
wouldn’t be scouted as heavily.
Marino realizes in order to continue to succeed
individually his team needs to win. 
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Matt Marino
Height: 6’ Position: PG
School: St. Patrick High School (Chicago)
(17-1) No. 8 in the state (class AA)
Big Game: at Westchester St. Joseph (No. 24)
S TAT E  R A N K I N G S
A C C O R D I N G  T O  T H E  C H I C A G O  T R I B U N E
M E N ’ S  B A S K E T B A L L
Hoping to find gold
Samuels expresses interest in St. Patrick H.S. senior
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Junior forward Aaron Patters battles for control of a rebound with teammate Josh Gomes, sophomore guard. Rebounding, among other aspects of the
game, has been one are the Panthers have struggled at so far this season.
By Aaron Seidlitz
S P O R T S  R E P O R T E R
The Panthers have continued to
struggle throughout the season as
they have played against Ohio
Valley Conference foes.  The
Panthers are in last place in the
OVC currently and haven’t won a
game in the conference since their
first game against Tennessee Tech
on Jan. 8.  The Panthers have been
inconsistent on both the offensive
and defensive sides of the court,
and have yet to figure out exactly
who to depend on as leaders.  For
scoring, Eastern has not found one
go-to-guy while the other teams in
the OVC that are near the top of the
standings have one guy who can
consistently be the number one
option for the offense.  Currently,
Austin Peay is at the top of the
OVC at a perfect 9-0 in conference
play.  The Governors are 12-7 over-
all and have found success in the
conference after only starting 3-7
against non conference opponents.
Following the Governors in the
conference is Murray State who
only has one loss in eight OVC
games this year.  After Murray
State there is a little drop-off in the
conference as the middle of the
pack only has Samford above .500
in the conference, as they have
gone 5-3.  Behind them Tennessee
Tech and Morehead State are both
4-4, and everybody after them has
a losing record.
Illinois Fighting Illini
The Fighting Illini, who strug-
gled under a new coach and the
loss of crucial players from last
year’s team, are learning just how
tough the Big Ten can be even if it
is considered to be having a down
year.  Currently the Illini stand in 
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Stacking up in Illinois
With over half the NCAA
men’s basketball season
over, Illinois schools have
a lot of making up to do
OVC Men’s Basketball 
Standings
OVC OVERALL
Austin Peay 9-0 12-7    
Murray State 7-1 17-4    
Samford 5-3 10-9    
Tennessee Tech 4-4 10-9
Morehead State 4-4 9-10
Jacksonville State 4-5 11-9
Eastern Kentucky 3-5 8-11
Tennessee-Martin 3-5 8-12
Tennessee State 3-5 4-15
Southeast Missouri 2-6 9-10
Eastern Illinois 1-7 3-15
THURSDAY’S MATCHUPS
Jacksonville State at Austin Peay
Tennessee-Martin at SEMO
Samford at Tennessee Tech
Murray State at Eastern
More inside
 Baseball
season 
preview 
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